This paper proposes an e¢ cient test designed to have power against alternatives where the cointegrating regression error follows stationary MS regime switching dynamics. We model an equilibrium process where its error correction adjustments are di¤erent in di¤erent regimes characterized by the hidden state Markov chain process. Using a general nonlinear MS ECM framework and following a pragmatic residual-based procedure, we propose an optimal test for the null of no cointegration against an alternative of a globally stationary MS cointegration. The Monte Carlo studies demonstrate that our proposed tests have good size and superior power properties compared to the linear tests. In an application to price-dividend relationships, our test is able to …nd cointegration whereas linear based tests fail to do so.
Introduction
Estimation of nonlinear error correction models subject to regime-switching dynamics has recently assumed great signi…cance. In the literature, most attention has fallen almost exclusively on the three types. Balke and Fomby (1997) popularise the three-regime threshold error correction model (ECM), the case where an error correction process may follow a unit root in a middle regime whilst at the same time being globally geometrically ergodic in outer regimes. Another popular nonlinear schemes being applied are based on the smooth transition regression ECM as in Michael, Nobay and Peel (1997) , which makes the threshold ECM as a special case by allowing the transition from one regime to another as a smooth function. Psaradakis, Sola and Spagnolo (2004) consider Markovswitching ECM in which deviations from the long-run equilibrium follow a process which is nonstationary in one regime and mean-reverting in the other and the nature of the regime is governed by the hidden state Markov Chain. See also Krolzig (1997) . All these studies demonstrate that the assumption of linear adjustment is likely to be too limited in various economic situations particularly where transaction costs, policy interventions and so on are present.
However, most studies applying regime-switching ECMs have routinely adopted the two-step testing approach popularised by Balke and Fomby (1997) . The …rst step estimates the cointegrating parameters using the linear models whilst the second step tests for the presence of a particular form of nonlinear asymmetry and estimates the associated nonlinear ECMs once cointegration has been established. Whilst such tests based on linear models will have power against nonlinear alternatives, it seems far more sensible to use a test that is designed to have power against the alternative of interest. Two main di¢ culties arise. First of all, the nuisance parameters characterising the nonlinearity are not identi…ed under the null hypothesis, which renders the testing problem nonstandard. Second of all, the data generating process under the null hypothesis is nonstationary. There is now a signi…cant number of studies proposing a more e¢ cient procedure for testing for cointegration in nonlinear alternative frameworks. Hansen and Seo (2002) propose to test linear VECM against a two-regime threshold VECM using supLM test to take care of the unidenti…ed threshold parameters. They derive the asymptotic distribution for the test statistics and suggest using bootstrap for critical values. Testing for smooth transition Error Correction utilises the Taylor Expansion of the transition function and transforms the nonstandard testing into t or F standard tests in auxiliary regression, see Kapetanios, Shin and Snell (2006) .
However, studies that directly address the similar issue in MS-ECMs are almost nonexistent even though these models have been popularly applied in the literature. For example Psaradakis, Sola and Spagnolo (2004) conduct cointegration analysis with MS alternative in mind, they all adopt linear cointegration tests to establish the existence of cointegration and only allow nonlinearity to enter the analysis at the estimation stage. See also Sarno and Valente (2000) , Krolzig et al. (2002) and Chaudhuri and Kumary (2006) . This surprising absence is due to more complex nature of hidden Markov chain. Unlike the other two models, estimation of a MS-ECM model would normally be very complicated [1] as the sample path grows exponentially with time and one needs to estimate the regime at each time.
In this paper we propose to model an equilibrium process where its error correction adjustments are di¤erent in di¤erent regimes characterized by the hidden state Markov chain process. Therefore, we focus on the case in which the error correction term follows a globally stationary process under the MS ECM alternative. In this regard we are also able to allow for the empirically plausible case where the deviations from the longrun equilibrium may be allowed to be nonstationary locally in the state in which the cointegrating residuals are too small or irrelevant for the mean reversion behavior to take place. In particular, our approach is motivated by the implication of economic theory applied to asset arbitrage under noise trading and transaction costs, e.g. Campbell and Kyle (1993) .
Using a general nonlinear MS ECM framework and following a pragmatic residualbased procedure in the style of Engle and Granger (1987) , we propose that a null hypothesis of no cointegration against an alternative of a globally stationary MS cointegration be tested directly by adopting an optimal testing procedure for the parameter constancy in a class of MS models proposed by Carrasco, Hu and Ploberger (2009, CHP thereafter). This requires the model estimation only under the null and therefore facilitates the computation of the test statistics.
The small sample performance of the suggested tests is compared to that of the linear EG and Johansen (1995) tests via Monte Carlo experiments. We …nd that our proposed nonlinear tests have good size and superior power properties compared to the linear tests. In particular, our proposed tests are superior to both linear or nonlinear EG tests when the regressors are weakly exogenous in a cointegrating regression. This supports similar …ndings made in linear models by Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992), Hansen (1995) and Arranz and Escribano (2000) .
We provide an application to investigating the presence of cointegration of asset prices and dividends for eleven stock portfolios (Germany, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, United Kingdom, and United States) allowing for nonlinear adjustment to equilibrium driven by hidden markov chain. Interestingly, our new test is able to reject the null of no cointegration in majority of cases, whereas the linear EG test rejects only once. Given the strength of evidence in favor of MS ECM we also estimate adjustment parameters under the alternative, and we …nd that these estimates are well de…ned in all cases.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 derives the nonlinear MS error correction models. Section 3 discusses the stationarity issues. Section 4 develops the proposed test statistics and derives their asymptotic distributions. Section 5 focuses on the optimality issue and extension of models our test has power against. Section 6 evaluates the small sample performance of the proposed tests. Section 7 presents an empirical application to price and dividend relationships. Section 8 contains some concluding remarks. Mathematical proofs are collected in the appendix.
[2]
We start with the following linear vector error correction model (ECM) for the m 1 vector of I(1) stochastic processes, z t :
i z t i + " t ; t = 1; 2; :::; T;
where (m r); (m 1) and i (m m) are parameter matrices with and of full column rank.
In this paper we aim to analyse at most one conditional long-run cointegrating relationship between y t and x t , and focus on the conditional modelling of the scalar variable y t given the k-vector x t (k = m 1) and the past values of z t and Z 0 , where we decompose
0 . So we obtain the following conditional error correction model for y t and the marginal VAR model for x t :
2)
2) and (2.3) are the standard linear ECM, where the adjustment towards the longrun equilibrium is linear. But it is well documented in the literature that the adjustment towards long-run steady states could be asymmetric and nonlinear. A typical example is the stock prices and dividends. It is noted that during some periods, the deviation of the stock prices from the fundamentals cannot be explained by the standard linear ECM (e.g. Shillier (1989) and Fama and French (2002) ). Namely, the stock prices and dividends are cointegrated I(1) processes, but at di¤erent time periods the speed of adjustment can be di¤erent. During some periods, the cointegration can even fail, that is, there is no short-run dynamic adjustment towards the long-run relationship suggested by the fundamentals. Nonlinear ECM is proposed to solve this issue. Following Saikkonen (2004) , a general nonlinear ECM takes the following form:
4)
We follow Saikkonen (2005) and assume: Assumption 1. (i) The errors (e t ; " xt ) 0 in (2.4) are iid(0; ), with being an m m positive de…nite matrix, and E j" xt j`< 1 for some`> 4 and e t is independent to " xt .
(ii) The distribution of (e t ; " xt ) 0 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and has a density which is bounded away from zero on compact subsets of R m . (iii) The initial observations Z 0 (z p ; :::; z 0 ) are given. (iv) Let A (z) be given by
, where the number of unit roots is equal to m r. (v) g( ) is asymptotically no greater than a linear function of x t :
The representation (2.4) makes economic sense in that many economic models predict that the underlying system tends to display a dampened behavior towards an attractor when it is (su¢ ciently far) away from it, but shows some instability within the locality of that attractor.
Under (2006)). As noted in Psaradakis et al (2004) , Markov Switching ECM can best capture sudden shocks to the economy (e.g. policy changes or …nancial crisis), we propose to use the MS ECM with one cointegration relationship in this paper. We make the following assumption: Assumption 2. (i) We assume the conditional VAR for y t is of the following form:
where s t is a scalar geometric ergodic Markov chain with an n-dimensional state space. s t has transition probabilities, p ij = Pr(s t = j j s t 1 = i) for i; j = 1; :::; n.
(ii) There is no cointegration among the k-vector of I(1) variables, x t . Assumption 1 and 2 imply that the process x t are weakly exogenous and certain stationarity properties are achieved. We will discuss more about stationarity in the next section.
Assume that s t follow the two-state latent random variables de…ned on f0; 1g, then we may write st as st = 0 + ( 1 0 ) s t ; 0 = 0; 1 < 0; which is the special case considered by Psaradakis et al. (2004) . The importance of developing the direct testing procedure for the null hypothesis of no cointegration against the alternative of cointegration with MS ECM adjustment was clearly acknowledged and highlighted, but no attempt has been made to develop such tests. Instead the (ine¢ cient) two-step testing and estimation approach has been adopted, which may be due to a few technical complexities involved in the estimation of the alternative model.
In this paper we explicitly adopt the optimal testing procedure by CHP and set the [4] null and the alternative hypotheses respectively as
where t is a random variable of parameter changes under the alternative, t = cs t ; where c is a scalar specifying the amplitude of the change and c 2 = V ar ( t ). Moreover, using that Corr (s t ; s s ) = jt sj , where denotes the autocorrelation coe¢ cient with 1 < < 1, we have that Cov ( t ; s ) = c 2 jt sj . Actually our test statistic only depends on the covariance structure of the Markov Chain. This is one of the advantages of the proposed test. It does not require fully speci…ed structure of the Markov Chain yet the serial correlation is fully taken account of. Moreover, robustness to misspeci…cation is also possible. Therefore, we de…ne the nuisance parameter vector, = (c; )
0 . Note that is not identi…ed under the null hypothesis.
3 Global and local stationarity Francq and Zakoïan (2001) point out that stationarity within each regime is neither su¢ cient nor necessary for the strict stationarity or second-order stationarity of MS autoregressive processes. As a consequence, imposing stationarity constraints within each regime does not imply global stationarity.
Strict stationarity
The strict stationarity of MS ECM models can be proved along Bougerol and Picard (1992) . As shown in Francq and Zakoïan (2001) , it involves rewriting the process as an Vector Autoregressive process with order 1. Then the strictly stationarity follows if the top Lyapunov exponent associated with the AR coe¢ cients is strictly negative.
To show the strict stationarity of our process (2.2), we can rewrite the model as follows:
The top Lyapunov exponent is then
= inf E 1 t log st s t 1 :::
See also a companion paper by Hu (2008) for testing for stochastic unit roots in the MS regression framework.
[5]
Therefore, a su¢ cient condition for strict stationarity is that
where i is the ergodic probability for regime i:
We could see that the existence of explosive regime (j i j > 1) does not preclude strict stationarity. 
Second-order stationarity
and (M ) refers to spectral radius associated with M . 3 We then assume: Assumption 3. (i) belongs to a compact set, . (ii) The conditions (3.7) and (3.8) holds under the alternative.
Test Statistics
In this section we will develop the testing procedure for the null of no cointegration against the alternative of MS cointegration. First of all we need to address the important technical issue that both the cointegrating parameters, x and the regime switching parameter, s t are not identi…ed under the null of no cointegration. To this end we follow Engle and Granger (1987) and Kapetanios et al. (2006) and take a pragmatic residual-based two step approach. In the …rst stage, we obtain the residuals,û t = y t ^ 0 x x t from (??) witĥ x being the OLS estimate of x . Then in the second stage, in order to overcome the Davies problem that s t is not identi…ed under the null, we follow the testing procedure advanced by CHP. This procedure only needs to estimate the model under the null and requires to evaluate the summary statistic over a compact subset of . Combining these 3 The spectral radius of the matrix M is de…ned as (M ) = max 2E j j, where E is the set of eigenvalues of M . [6] two steps we will propose a number of operational versions of the cointegration test under the nonlinear MS ECM framework given by (2.2).
Since the parameters of interest are the error correction coe¢ cients, st , we directly work with the concentrated log-likelihood function of (2.2) under the null given bỳ
where y = ( y 1 ; :::; y T ) 0 , u 1 = (u 0 ; :::
:::; w T ), w t = ( x t ; z t 1 ; :::; z t p ) and = ( ; 2 e ) 0 with st = = 0 under the null. Then, given , our proposed test bstatistic can be derived as
where
where`t (1) and`t (2) are …rst and second derivative of`t ( ) with respect to , and^ is the maximum likelihood estimator of obtained under H 0 . In the general case where nuisance parameters, = (c; ) 0 , are unknown, the test procedure will su¤er from the Davies (1987) problem since 's are not identi…ed under the null. Most solutions are achieved by constructing the summary statistics over a grid set of . Following Andrews and Ploberger (1994) and Hansen (1996) , we consider the supremum and the exponential average of the statistic de…ned respectively by
where J ( ) is some prior distribution for with support on a compact subset of = fc 2 ; : c 2 > 0; < < g with 1 < < < 1. Remark: Testing for Markov Switching is di¤erent to testing for other regime switching models like structural change or Threshold. The crucial problem is that the score function is identically zero, therefore information matrix is singular under H 0 ; namely, P (s t jy 1 ; :::; y T ) is a constant. See Hamilton (1989). As a result, general theory breaks down here.
We now describe the proposed testing procedure using the models, (2.2) and (2.3) in details. To this end we consider the following concentrated regression of (2.2):
where ỹ t andũ t 1 are the least squares residuals obtained from the regression of y t and u t 1 on ( x t ; z t 1 ; :::; z t p ), respectively. Then, the …rst and the second derivatives of (concentrated) log likelihood function with respect to st = under the null are derived as follows:`t For given = (c; ), the test statistic, S T ( ) can be written as
For the S sup statistic we can …nd an analytic solution form when maximizing S T ( ) with respect to c 2 , which is given by
The S sup statistic can now be easily calculated since we need a grid search only over the set, : < < .
Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1-3 hold. Then, under the null hypothesis of no cointegration, the S sup statistic, de…ned by (4.6), has the following asymptotic distribution:
where ')'denotes a weak convergence and W (a) is a standard Brownian motion de…ned
and W x (a) are k-vector standard Brownian motions independent of W (a).
[8]
Remark: The limiting distribution is pivotal for some simple models. For more general models as represented by (2.2), the limiting distribution is model dependent. Nevertheless, we could tabulate the critical values through Monte Carlo simulation. Refer to e.g. Hansen (1996) .
To accommodate deterministic components in the cointegrating regression, we extend to consider the regression with an intercept 8) and the regression with an intercept and a linear deterministic time trend,
The respective test statistics are then obtained as follows: First, the appropriate residuals are obtained from (4.8) or (4.9), and then the corresponding MS ECM regressions are constructed by
and superscripts ' ' and '+' indicate the demeaned data and the demeaned and detrended data, respectively. The appropriate S sup statistics are then obtained from (4.10) or (4.11), respectively following exactly the same procedure described above. 5 
Optimality and generalised models
The sequence of local alternatives is given by st = 1 4 p T 3 t : That is, the local alternative is of order T 3=4 : Notice that since nuisance parameters are not identi…ed under H 0 ; we do not have point optimal test in this context. The admissibility implies that the test will become optimal in the sense that it is asymptotically equivalent to the likelihood-ratio test statistic for the same sequence of alternatives. See CHP and Hu (2008) .
Notice that by far we only introduce markov switching on the speed of adjustment to the long-run equilibrium, namely st : There is reason to believe that at di¤erent regime the process can have di¤erent behaviours in terms of other short-run dynamics or even volatility. Especially in …nance, it is very important to model volatility associated with each regime since it is the measurement of risk at di¤erent state.
Therefore we should allow for the generalised model as:
(5.12)
That is, we allow the alternative model to include possible Markov Switching on all parameters while the null hypothesis remains the same as before. We …nd that this does not alter the optimality results asymptotically. Under H 1 ; the ML estimator of the long-run parameter^ is T -consistent while all the other estimated parameters are p T -consistent. Therefore, the T 3=4 neighborhood for our test remains unaltered asympotically when the model under H 1 is (5.12). Remark: In CHP, it is established that for stationary processes with parameter constancy under the null hypothesis, the right local alternative for Markov Switching is of order T 1=4 : That is, the likelihood ratio of an alternative in the T 1=4 neighborhood will give the nondegenerate distribution of the likelihood ratio. However, in the ECM setting, the order of the local alternative is T 3=4 , which is di¤erent to the Threshold ECM, where the order is of T 1 :
Monte Carlo Studies
We undertake a small-scale Monte Carlo investigation of the …nite sample size and power performance of our proposed sup type test statistics in conjunction with the linear cointegration tests of Engle and Granger, denoted as S sup and t eg respectively. To this end we consider experiments based on a bivariate ECM similar to that adopted by Arranz and Escribano (2000) and Kapatenios et al. (2006) , and generate the data as follows:
Here we …x x = 1 and To compute the S sup test statistics over the grid set, f : < < g as described in Section 3, we use 40 draws for from an equi-spaced grid over the interval ; = (0; 0:98) 6 . In this simple case, the limiting distribution of our test statistic is actually pivotal. Asymptotic critical values is tabulated in Table 1 via stochastic simulation with T = 1; 000 6 We …nd thatan increase in the number of draws does not a¤ect the results signi…cantly.
[10] and 50; 000 replications. For demeaned and detrended cases, we replace in the limiting distribution the demeaned and detrended Brownian Motions. Table 1 about here Now we set the sample size to 100. We use 1000 replications to calculate the empirical critical values and then evaluate the size-corrected powers with 1000 iterations. We also consider the results for the case with no intercept and no trend, the demeaned case and the detrended case, respectively.
We consider the two experiments under the alternative. Experiment 1a considers the case with two regimes in which we let the Markov chain, s t , take binary values with transition probabilities given by p ii = Pr (s t = ijs t 1 = i), i = 1; 2. For convenience we let s t = 0 correspond to the null regime where 0 = 0, and s t = 1 correspond to the other regime where 1 < 0. We consider the di¤erent values for ( 0 ; 1 ) = f(0; 0:1) ; (0; 0:2) ; (0; 0:4)g, and in each case we consider the di¤erent values for (p 00 ; p 11 ) = f(0:98; 0:98) ; (0:9; 0:9) ; (0:9; 0:98) ; (0:98; 0:9)g. Expecting that our proposed test statistic will be more powerful against the alternative of two stationary MS regimes we also consider ( 0 ; 1 ) = ( 0:1; 0:3). Table 2 summarises the results for Experiment 1a. A close look tells that the powers of the tests depend on error correction parameters as well as the transition probability. The power increases monotonically not only with the distance from the null, measured by the magnitude of 1 , but also with p 11 that measures the time when the process spends in the regime di¤erent from the null. Moreover, when the regimes are less absorbing, implying that the transition from one regime to another is more frequent, the power increases. It is also interesting to notice that the EG test performs reasonably well only when the common factor restriction holds exactly (see Panel A), a …nding consistent with the linear literature, e.g. Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992). In a more general case where such restrictions are invalid, however, our proposed test performs much better than the EG test (see Panel B). Power performance for both demeaned and detrended data are somewhat worse than the previous case with no deterministic component as is also consistent with the …ndings in the linear models. But we have qualitatively similar …nding that our proposed tests signi…cantly out-perform the EG test unless the common factor restriction holds exactly, a condition which is most likely to be violated in practice. Table 2 about here In Experiment 1b, we consider the case where all the parameters are subject to Markov Switching mechanism and generate the data as follows:
(6.1)
[11]
Here we …x x = 1 and Again we consider the same sets for ( 0 ; 1 ) with di¤erent combination of transition probabilities.
The results are listed in Table 3 . Table 3 about here.
Compare Panel A of Table 2 with Table 3 , we could see that if the data are actually generated with switching on all parameters, our test has better small-sample performances, which is a favorable property.
Next we consider Experiment 2 with three regimes, s t = f0; 1; 2g and with transition probabilities given by p ii = Pr (s t = ijs t 1 = i), i = 0; 1; 2. We let s t = 0 correspond to the null regime where 0 = 0 whilst s t = 1 and 2 corresponds to the other regimes where i < 0, i = 1; 2. We consider the di¤erent parameter values for ( 0 ; 1 ; 2 ) = f(0; 0:1; 0:2) ; (0; 0:1; 0:4)g and consider two di¤erent transition probability matrices for each case. The …rst transition probabilities are given by where the associated stationary probabilities are [ 0:474 0:474 0:052 ], implying that the simulated process will stay in the …rst two regimes with equal probability of 47.4% and it will stay in the third regime with probability of 5.2%. The other transition probability is: Table 4 provides the simulation results for Experiment 2 and con…rms that the current …ndings are qualitatively similar to the results obtained in Table 2 . Overall we may conclude that the power performance of our proposed test is quite satisfactory.
[12]
Campbell and Shiller(1987) investigate the existence of linear cointegration between aggregate US stock prices and US dividends implied by a simple equilibrium model of constant expected asset returns. Null hypothesis of no cointegration was marginally rejected in their data, but the implied estimate of long-run asset returns was implausible. Imposing a more credible long-run return caused non-rejection of the null of no cointegration. Mixed results were found in the literature that follows, e.g. Campbell and Shiller(1988) , Froot and Obstfeld (1991) , and Cuthbertson, Hayes, and Nitzsche (1997) among others.
In this section we apply our proposed tests for cointegration to asset prices and dividends for 11 stock portfolios allowing for nonlinear adjustment to equilibrium in the form of MS ECM. Nonlinear adjustment is well acknowledged in the literature in analysing asset prices and dividends and di¤erent models have been proposed, e.g. Theshold EC model by Balke and Fomby (1993) and Smooth Transition EC models by Kapetanios et al (2006) . But MS ECM is best suited to situations where changes in regime are triggered by a sudden shock to the economy, which might not be well captured by smooth transition or threshold models. The deviation of stock prices from the underlying fundamentals could be explained by time varying discount factor or intrinsic bubbles. Psaradakis et al (2004) …nd a two state MS ECM can capture very well, in US stock prices and dividends, the adjustments towards long-run equilibrium occuring all the time but at di¤erent rate, or even taking place in one state of the nature. In all of the studies, they use the standard two-step testing approach. Now we apply our tests …rst and then estimate the MS ECM speci…cation if it's supported by the test results.
Data Description
We collect monthly data from January 1974 to December 2006. Data are start period nominal prices and dividends. Eleven countries are considered: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States. Plots of the data and price-dividend ratio are available. For most of the series, it's clear that prices and dividends are upward trending and in some time periods the behavior of prices does not re ‡ect the behavior of dividends. The price-dividend ratio takes values well above its sample average value for a long period of time. There are some exceptions. We'll get back to it again later.
Testing
The error correction term is obtained from
And then a MS-ECM speci…cation is:
We want to compare our S sup test with Engle-Granger test. To compute the S sup test, we rely on bootstrap to tabulate the empirical critical values with 1000 iterations. As described in Section 3, we use 40 draws for from an equi-spaced grid over the interval [0; 0:98] when computing the test statistic and the critical values. t EG is compared with empirical critical values with 1000 iterations too. The test results are as follows: Table 5 about here As we can, Engle-Granger cannot reject the null of no cointegration in majority cases with the only exception of United Kingdom where the rejection is at 5% level.
Our S sup test rejects the null of no cointegration in four out of eleven countries at 1% level and three more countries at 5% level, which strongly suggests that ignoring the nonlinear adjustment to equilibrium may lead to false conclusion of nonexistence of cointegration between price and dividends.
Estimation
Now we consider a two-step estimation procedure for those countries that we reject the null of no cointegration and favor the alternative of MS ECM.
In step 1 we run the linear cointegration regression (7.1), and save the residualû t : Estimation results for the linear ECM model as follows are also given:
In step 2, we run the following MS ECM regression for both 2 regimes and 3 regimes:
For 2 regime models, 10 parameters have to be determined (including the transition probabilities p 11 and p 22 ):
For 3 regime models, 18 parameters have to determined (including 6 parameters for transition probabilities).
To determine the speci…cation, we suggest to use either AIC or BIC.
The estimation results of four most representative countries are as follows: Table 6 about here
Analysis of Estimation results
United States For US data, t's clear that prices and dividends are upward trending most of the time. But in some time periods (speci…cally from Millennium till early 2002) the behavior of prices does not quite re ‡ect the behavior of dividends. The price-dividend ratio takes values well above its sample average value for a long period of time. Especially from early [14] 1995 till September 2000, the price-dividends ratios has this clear upward trends accompanied by higher volatility. From September 2000 the ratio is decreasing dramatically till it hits the lowest record at April 2003. High volatility is observed during this period too.
Both AIC and SBC give overwhelming support for a three-regime MS ECM model. The estimation results show that around 60% of the data stay in regime 1, and it's characterized by a relatively small variance and a slow adjustment rate. In fact the Error Correction coe¢ cient is insigni…cant from 0. As we could see, the dotcom bubble period is classi…ed into this regime. It basically shows that the two markets are less bounded and have di¤erent behaviors. Regime 2 captures large variance and slow adjustment rates. In fact Regime 2 well identi…es the 1987 crash. Regime 3 is the stationary regime which corresponds to very small variances. 36% of the data lie in regime 3.
United Kingdom Engle-Granger test rejects the null of no cointegration only for UK. As we look at the price and dividend, they are bounded together with upward trends most of the time. During the dotcom bubble period, we observe big decreases in prices accompanied by relatively ‡at dividends.
Again AIC and SBC favors a three regime model. In all the regimes, the EC coe¢ cient is signi…cant. Namely, the process is stationary in all three regimes. Regime 1 corresponds to smallest variance and fair adjustment rate. 28% of data lie in Regime 1. Regime 2 corresponds to a big adjustment and a very large variance. 1987 big crash is identi…ed in this regime. 64% of data lie in Regime 3, where the adjustment is modest as well as the variance. Japan Japan is di¤erent in pattern in the sense that dividends seem to vary around a …xed level up to the end of 2003 accompanied by huge volatilities in prices. Moreover, prices and dividends are less bounded together compared with other countries.
We use a three-regime model following AIC and SBC. Regime 1 is dominating with 64% of data. It has a negative (insigni…cant) adjustment rate with a modest variance. Regime 2 corresponds to a slightly explosive process with very small variance. Yet the adjustment rate is still insigni…cant. Regime 3 corresponds to a very negative adjustment speed with highest variance. This regime could identify those big crashes in the history. Only 5.8% of data lie in this regime.
Italy
First regime corresponds to a slightly explosive process but with a small variance. 17% of data lie in this regime. Second regime corresponds to a very negative adjustment rate and a large variance. This regime coincides with big crashes. Majority of data (76%) lie in the third regime. No cointegration is found in this regime and it's accompanied by a modest variance.
[15]
Dynamic causal e¤ect
It is interesting to look at the policy implications from our MS ECM model. Most of the literatures focus on the impulse response analysis. See Ehrmann, Ellison and Valla (2003), Krolzig (2006) and Kim (2006) among others. We propose to look at this issue from a more straightforward respective, namely, the dynamic causal e¤ects of dividends on the price.
we could rewrite it as the following form for p t :
Using lag operators, we obtain
We denote
We can see that the lag polynomials are state dependent. So we have
Premultiplying by (L) 1 to both hand sides, we get
; we have the dynamic multiplier e¤ects of d t on p t to be
We report the price and dividends, dynamic causal e¤ect and smoothes probability for each regime plots for US and UK data in this paper.
We can see that for US data, in regime 1, dividends has persisitent positive e¤ects on the level of price and it keeps increasing. Regime 2 is assciated with high volatility and we could see that the dynamic causal e¤ect plummets in the …rst three periods. Then it starts to incease with a fast speed. In the mean-reverting regime with least volatility, the dynamic causal e¤ect is slightly negative in the early periods but soon grows with time. In about 80 periods, the dynamic causal e¤ects in all three regimes approaches the long run equilibrium.
We observe similar patterns in the UK dynamic causal e¤ect plot but they converge to the long run equilibrium much faster than the US data.
In summary, the dynamic causal e¤ect is very di¤erent in di¤erent regimes.
[16]
Empirical analysis of cointegration and the associated error correction model has been an integral part of time series econometrics. However, the emphasis of the earlier literature was on the examination of the linear model, implicitly disregarding any possible dynamic nonlinearities and/or asymmetries under consideration. This paper complements other recent studies (e.g. Hansen and Seo 2002, Kapetanios et al., 2006) in trying to …ll this vacuum.
Its main contribution has been to develop a new cointegration test statistic designed to be more powerful against a stationary MS ECM processes than the linear Engle and Granger (1987) and Johansen (1995) tests, which has been routinely applied in the …rst stage of the so-called two step approach. As acknowledged in the literature the development of such a testing procedure was deemed to be complicated due to the estimation complexities under the alternative of MS models. We overcome this complexity and provide a simple operational test by adopting the optimal testing procedure recently advanced by CHP, which only requires the model estimation under the null.
We show that our proposed test is asymptotically equivalent to a likelihood ratio test, and derive its limiting distribution. Monte Carlo simulations and an empirical application demonstrate that the suggested testing procedure may be quite useful in practice. As is always the case when working with nonlinear models there may be several generalisations. More importantly, it could be extended to establish the existence of possibly multiple cointegrating equilibrium relationships in the nonlinear system vector error correction framework.
[17]
;^ is a martingale.
We now derive some preliminary results. First, we de…ne
where F t 1 is the -algebra up to time t 1. Notice that Q T is the quadratic variation associated with M t de…ned below, e.g. Hall and Heyde (1980, p.54) . Moreover, the following proposition explicitly provides an important property for martingales, see Karatzas and Shreve (1991, p.32) :
Proposition 3 M t is a continuous and square-integrable martingale. For a sequence of random partitions of [0; T ] with 0 = t 0 t 1 ::: t m = T , de…ne the second variation of M over the partition to be
then we have plim
where hM i t is the quadratic variation of the process M t .
[18]
Proposition 3 simply says that summing up squared di¤erences for M t at every possible spot time then provides a consistent estimator for hM i t 7 . Let Q T denote the joint distribution of ( 1 ; :::; T ), indexed by the unknown parameter . Let P ; be the probability measure on y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y T corresponding to H 1T , and P be the probability measure on y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y T corresponding to H 0 : The ratio of the densities under H 0 and H 1T is given bỳ
where f t ( ) are likelihood functions. By the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, a test based on`T is a best test of a given signi…cance level for testing the simple null hypothesis that Q T t=1 f t ( 0 ) is the true density versus the simple alternative that R Q T t=1 f t t =T 3=4 dQ T is true. In addition, a test base on`T has the best weighted average power for weight function Q T of all tests of a given signi…cance level for testing the simple null hypothesis that Q T t=1 f t ( 0 ) is the true density versus the alternative that Q T t=1 f t t =T 3=4 is true for some 2 : We de…ne the likelihood ratio of simple null Q T t=1 f t ( 0 ) and simple alternative
is the log likelihood function de…ned as before. Now we establish the optimality of our tests. To this end we need to show our test is asymptotically equivalent to the Neyman-Pearson test, or we could express it in terms of expectations as follows:
where E denotes the conditional expectation with respect to ( 1 ; :::; T ) and S T ( ) is our test statistic process as de…ned in (4.2).
We have the following theorem from Hu (2008) .
where the convergence in probability is uniform over . Moreover, we have P ; is contiguous with respect to P :
This gives the asymptotic equivalence between the likelihood ratio and the proposed test statistic in (9.1). Then by Neyman-Pearson Lemma, the test above statistic is optimal. Notice that our test statistic in (4.2) is obtained by plugging in a consistent estimator of E ( 2 t j F t 1 ), which does not a¤ect the asymptotic admissibility of the test. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2
To …nd the limiting distribution of th S sup statistic, we need to …nd a limiting behavior of
and then it is easily seen from functional CLT that that as T ! 1,
where W (a) is the scalar standard Brownian motion. Moreover, it is also well-established (see Kapetanios et al., 2006 ) that
a) da and W x (a) are k-vector standard Brownian motions independent of W (a). Sinceẽ t and u t 1 are asymptotically independent, we now have under H 0 , as T ! 1,
Next, we examine the second part of (9.2). First, under H 0 , as T ! 1, it is straightforward to show (see Theorem 1 of Andrews and Ploberger, 1996):
where i iidN (0; 1) and W (1) N (0; 1). Hence, under H 0 , as T ! 1,
[20]
Secondly, noting that
and using the fact thatẽ t andũ t 1 are asymptotically independent, we obtain: where G ( ) depends on the correlation coe¢ cient of the Markov chain, and is de…ned on a compact set. Next, using the quadratic variation de…nition, e.g. Mikosch (1998) we can establish that 1 T Combining (9.5) and (9.6) and using Continuous Mapping Theorem, we get the desired result, (4.7).
[21] 
